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The Long Game
Incentive pay aims at generating lasting return
The board’s role in M&A transactions
Defining a “high-performance” board
How regulatory uncertainty will affect
executive compensation and governance

Interviews with Steve Odland, President
and CEO of the Committee for Economic
Development, and Glenn Booraem,
Principal and Investment Stewardship
Officer at Vanguard

INCENTIVE COMPENSATION

special section

Practical Tools for Fighting ShortTermism in Your Executive Pay Plans

I

n recent months, institutional investors have

the requirement. Finally, extend vesting and performance

taken aim at the pervasiveness of short-ter-

periods beyond the traditional three or four years, and

mism and implored companies to better

consider “hold-to-retirement” (or even “hold-into-retire-

communicate their strategic framework for

ment”) provisions.

sustained, long-term value creation. And,
while the root causes for short-termism
are varied and complex, the role of

executive compensation often features prom-

3. Ensure share buybacks are a business
issue, and not a compensation issue
Share buybacks are front and center in the

inently in the debate. So what’s a company

debate about short-termism and executive

to do to ensure its pay programs discourage

pay. And it’s no surprise given the popu-

short-termism?

larity of earnings per share as an incentive
metric. The challenge? Ensure the debate

1. Seek balance in program design

around buybacks focuses on capital deploy-

First and foremost, avoid an “all eggs in one

ment strategy, and not compensation. To

basket” approach, which overemphasizes a

this end:

singular result, often over a single year. Using complementary
metrics ensures that top-line, bottom-line, return, operational
and strategic measures all get appropriate weight and focus.
Companies should also reconsider the role of stock options

• Analyze the sensitivity of results to repurchase activity during

the goal-setting process. How do incentive payouts vary if
buybacks are accelerated? If variances are meaningful, consider

(as one in a portfolio of vehicles) to provide a longer-term orien-

widening the ranges between target and maximum. Also, be

tation to pay. In the past, long-term incentives were primarily

sure to look beyond earnings per share—return on invested

delivered as options with seven- or 10-year terms. But, today,

capital, another common incentive metric, can be impacted if

options have largely been replaced by performance plans with
incentive horizons of only three years—hardly long-term.

2. Foster a culture and ethic of stock ownership

the definition includes cash in the denominator.
• Consider whether buyback activity should impact results at all.
The timing of buybacks is often opportunistic and may not align
with annual budgeting cycles. Many companies believe annual

Meaningful and sustained stock ownership is one of the most

incentives should measure operating results that management

effective means to align long-term executive and shareholder

can control, and therefore exclude the impact of any variances

interests. While an ownership ethic starts with the “tone at the

in buyback activity. On the other hand, long-term incentives

top,” several structural elements can reinforce this ideal. First,

typically seek to measure results delivered for shareholders and

go beyond the standard five- to six-times salary ownership guide-

therefore often include the impact of any variances.

line for CEOs (and three-times salary for other NEOs). Second,

• Encourage back-end discussion to ensure results were achieved

reevaluate what holdings count toward the guideline—unexer-

the “right” way. For example, did executives accelerate repur-

cised options or unvested shares, for example, can “water down”

chases in the last half of the year? If so, did they act prudently
in using capital, and do incentive payouts reflect the board’s
holistic view of performance?
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Each of these tools can be readily implemented in a variety of
settings. By seeking balance in program design, fostering a culture and ethic of stock ownership and mitigating the potential
that buybacks can become a lever to game incentive outcomes,
companies will be better prepared to discourage short-termism
in their executive pay programs.
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